Position: Part-time Adjunct Faculty in Mathematics or Physics  
Department: College of Arts & Sciences  
Search #20-MathPhysicADJ

The University of New Haven invites applications for adjunct instructor positions in Mathematics or Physics. The positions support the instructional needs of the Mathematics and Physics Department in teaching. The instructor would teach one or more college level Mathematics or Physics courses, in the range from beginning college level mathematics courses to calculus, and a similar in Physics and possibly including introductory Physics labs.

We require:
- excellent written and oral communication skills,
- a Master’s or PhD in Mathematics or Physics or related fields, and
- ability to prepare online courses with best pedagogical practice in mind.

We expect instructors to work remotely for some classes, so we are looking for:
- previous online/remote or hybrid teaching,
- experience with instructional technology, web based instructional software, or other learning management systems (LMS), and
- familiarity with, or the ability to quickly adopt, the Canvas LMS.

How to Submit:
Submit cover letter, curriculum vitae, a one-page teaching statement, a list of courses previously taught, and two letters of reference via email to JPlatt@newhaven.edu or by mail (see below):

Search# 20-MathPhysicADJ  
Human Resources Department  
University of New Haven  
300 Boston Post Road  
West Haven, CT 06516

Electronic submission is strongly encouraged. Please include Search#20-MathPhysicADJ in the subject line of all emails to ensure proper delivery.

Interviews will be ongoing until positions are filled.

University of New Haven is an Equal Opportunity, Affirmative Action Employer